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問題１  

問題 1 は 3 つの Part で構成されている。Part 1 ～ Part 3 の全てに英語で解答せよ。 

 

Part 1.  

Each of the following 6 sentences (a-f) contains at least one incorrect word that leads to a 

grammatical mistake. Please indicate on your answer sheet how to change that word (either by 

changing its form or replacing it with a new word) so that the sentence becomes grammatically correct.  

 

Example:  

Multiple stem cell types can be isolate from the human placenta. 

Example answer: 

isolate → isolated 

 

a.  The interior of the chloroplast is an aqueous compartment that prevents spontaneous 

transported of lipids and/or membrane proteins due to their hydrophobicities. 

 

b.  In eukaryotic cells, the endoplasmic reticulum is essential of the folding and trafficking of 

proteins that enter the secretory pathway. 

 

c.  Double fertilization is a mechanism found in plants whereby two immotile sperms cells 

fertilize two different female gametes. 

 

d.  Metabolic pathways are now well recognize as important regulators of immune 

differentiation and activation. 

 

e.  Despite bacterial genomes are usually densely protein-coding, a significant fraction of 

identified promoters drives the transcription of noncoding RNAs. 

 

f.  The genetic code -- the language used by cellular to translate their genomes into proteins that 

perform many cellular functions -- is highly conserved throughout natural life. 
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Part 2.   

The following 5 sentences (a-e) explain compositions and functions of the cell membrane. The 

sentences have been listed in the incorrect order. Place the 5 sentences in the correct order so they 

form a whole, logically correct paragraph. Indicate your answer by writing the letters, a-e, in the 

correct order on your answer sheet. 

 

a.  It also contains membrane proteins, including integral proteins that span the membrane and 

serve as membrane transporters, and peripheral proteins that loosely attach to the outer 

(peripheral) side of the cell membrane. 

 

b.  It consists of a lipid bilayer, and includes cholesterol molecules that sit between 

phospholipids to maintain their fluidity at various temperatures. 

 

c.  In this way, the membrane system of cells functions in the selective transport of ions and 

organic molecules. 

 

d.  The cell membrane is a biological membrane that separates the interior of all cells from the 

outside environment, and protects the cell from its environment. 

 

e.  Some of these proteins control the movement of substances in and out of cells and organelles. 
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Part 3.   

Read the following excerpt, adapted from “User-friendly p-values”, by Joachim Goedhart, and 

answer the following 4 questions. 

 

A good statistic is one that you can understand. Mean values are understandable and everybody 

knows how to calculate them. Most people also realize how the mean value can be skewed by an 

outlier. So we know what the mean represents and we are aware of its limitations. In sharp contrast, 

the Null Hypothesis Significance Test (NHST) and the resulting p-values are poorly understood. 

Although there is nothing wrong with the p-value itself, its calculation and interpretation are far from 

intuitive. 

The backward logic of the p-value contributes to its poor understanding. It doesn’t help that the 

calculation of p-values is usually done with a piece of software, without knowing and understanding 

the underlying calculation. Notwithstanding these issues, the calculation and reporting of p-values is 

a standard practice. I think it is very ironic that p-values are widely used and at the same time poorly 

understood. Since it is unlikely that p-values will disappear any time soon, a user-friendly, 

understandable calculation of p-values would be very helpful. Below, I will explain a method for 

calculating a p-value that I find much easier to understand. This method is known as the (approximate) 

permutation*1) or randomization test. 

*1)permutation test: 並べ替え検定 

 

1. Does the author think that most people understand what p-values are?  Answer “Yes” or 

“No”. 

 

2. What is one limitation of mean values? Answer in one complete English sentence. 

 

3. Of the three following phrases (a-c), which one is closest in meaning to the underlined phrase 

above?  

a. Since p-values are very unstable 

b. Since p-values can’t be seen very easily  

c. Since p-values will remain widely used 

 

4. This excerpt is only the beginning of a longer article. In your own words, please briefly 

describe using one complete English sentence what you will learn from the rest of the article. 
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問題２ 

 次の文章は、Francis Crick 博士が 2004 年に他界された際に、Nature 誌に掲載された

追悼文（Nature. 430: 815. 2004）を一部改編したものである。文章を読んで、問１～問６

の全てに答えよ。 

 

When Francis Crick and James Watson described the double-helix structure of DNA in 1953, they 

charmed many ( ア ) their unassuming statement: “It has not escaped our notice that the specific pairing 

we have postulated immediately suggests a possible copying mechanism for the genetic material.” 

In fact, little in the broad landscape of biology escaped Crick's attention. The publication of his 

obituary*1) marks a good time to revisit one of his lesser-known works, a 1970 essay in Nature on 

‘Molecular Biology in the Year 2000’. Unlike most predictions, it holds up remarkably well to the scrutiny 

of hindsight. 

Setting about his task with some trepidation*2), Crick divided biological problems ( イ  ) three 

categories: those that would be solved by the turn of the millennium; those that would have advanced 

considerably towards resolution; and ①the big questions that would still be taxing the best scientific 

minds. 

In some respects, Crick overestimated the rate of progress. ②We are still some way from a complete 

understanding of the significance of repetitive ‘junk’ DNA; much the same can be said for the sequences 

that regulate gene expression. But, as he predicted, the replication of DNA and the structure of 

chromosomes are now well documented. 

Crick's choices for the second category were similarly prescient. Some problems fell more easily than 

he expected: apart ( ウ ) minor details, the mechanism of muscle contraction can be considered solved. 

Others, such as “the nature of the influences which produce ‘gradients’ in embryological development”, 

have proved more complex. But his list represents a remarkably accurate summary of the issues that have 

occupied biologists over the past three-and-a-half decades — not all of which would have been obvious 

back in 1970. 

As for the final category of unsolved problems, we're still wrestling with the origins of life on Earth, 

and whether life exists on other worlds. The nature of consciousness — ( エ ) which Crick devoted his 

later years — similarly remains shrouded in mystery. 

Crick also had some observations about the future of this journal. “I hope,” he wrote, “that Nature will 

not become overloaded with too many detailed papers in what we now regard as the more classical parts 

of molecular biology.” 

( オ ) terms of what was then seen as “classical”, Crick's wish has been granted. But in recent years, 

there's no denying the preponderance*3) of Nature papers on the molecular details of such topics as signal 
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transduction and the cell cycle. Crick would probably have been disappointed by the relative paucity*4) 

of great contributions on the origins of life, and astrobiology. In part, this may reflect a conservative 

system of research funding that discourages biologists ( カ ) attempting the high-risk imaginative leaps 

that Crick favoured. But it's also a reflection of the nature of biological complexity. Crick's essay hinted 

at this: “Problems involving complex interactions can hardly be avoided, since some of the most profound 

aspects of biology are of this character.” 

③クリックは、全ゲノム配列解析、DNA マイクロアレイ解析、プロテオーム解析などのハイ

スループット技術の台頭を予想できなかったが、それは無理もないことである。These techniques 

have confirmed, if there was any doubt, that the details of biology are truly devilish. 

In the wake of genomics, the emerging discipline of systems biology has the potential to make sense 

of these details, by treating genes and proteins as networks, ripe for theoretical analysis. ④There's reason 

to hope that theorists will soon be able to advise lab-based biologists on where to look for answers, much 

as theoretical physicists predicted the existence of fundamental subatomic particles a generation ago. 

Molecular biology is easily dismissed as a book of recipes, and too many of its practitioners allow this 

criticism to pass unchallenged. Crick would not have wanted this to happen. Let's hope his legacy of 

thinking big lives on.  

 *1)obituary: 追悼記事、 *2)trepidation: 恐怖、 *3)preponderance: 偏重、 *4)paucity: 少数 

 

 

問１．( ア ) ～ ( カ ) に入る適切な前置詞を解答せよ。 

 

問２．下線部①について、文章中には複数の具体例が挙げられている。そのうちの１つを日

本語で簡潔に解答せよ。 

 

問３．下線部②を日本語に訳せ。 

 

問４．下線部③を英語に訳せ。 

 

問５．下線部④を日本語に訳せ。 

 

問６．この追悼文には、“Passing the Torch”というタイトルが付けられていた。この”Torch”が

意味することを考察し、2～3 行で簡潔に、日本語で説明せよ。 
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